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Abstract

These are a bunch of notes taken to help myself learn algebraic geom-
etry. My main sources are Harsthorne, FAC, and EGA. The organization
is very much like EGA 0, since that’s kind of where I started. The notes
start informal and get more and more formal as they go on.
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1 Sheaves

1.1 Sheaves in a category

I never thought of sheaves in the abstract sense; it’s time to fix that.
So, the first thing we do is to define a sheaf. Hartshorne does this for sheaves

of abelian groups, etc., but Grothendieck does it for sheaves in an arbitrary
category.

Say we have a topological space X. Recall that:

Definition 1.1. A sheaf of sets F over X means that each open set U ⊂ X
is paired with an set F(U) (called sections over U), with restriction maps
F(U)→ F(V ) whenever V ⊂ U which are “functorial” in that restriction from
U to V to W is the same as restriction to W for a tower W ⊂ V ⊂ U . For
instance, taking F(U) as functions from U into a set A with the usual restriction
operation satisfies this.

For convenience, we write s|U for the restriction of a section s to U .
A sheaf is required to satisfy two further conditions.

1. If {Uα} is a cover of U , then two sections of U that restrict to the same
thing on all the Uα are the same section in F(U).

2. If we have sections sα ∈ F(Uα) that satisfy the gluing axiom sα|Uα∩Uβ =
sβ |Uα∩Uβ , then there is a section s ∈ F(U) that restricts to each sα on
Uα. This is unique by the first axiom.

If it satisfies only the first, it is called a presheaf instead.

All this is familiar from Hartshorne in some sense. Now we need the categor-
ical version of this. The point is that we can recast this in categorical language.
The first axiom states that

F(U)→
∏
F(Uα)

is a monomorphism; the second states that

F(U)→
∏
F(Uα) ⇒

∏
α,β

F(Uα ∩ Uβ)

is an exact sequence of sets, where the two arrows correspond to the two ways
you can do the restriction. (I.e., F(U) is the equalizer of the second map.)

All this makes perfect sense in the language of category theory. So in partic-
ular, we can define what it means for a sheaf on a topological space to take values
in a category C that admits products. (If it doesn’t admit products, we say that
F(U) solves the universal problem for the maps F(Uα)→ F(Uα ∩ Uβ)...this is
just a fancier limit condition then.)

Recall that all this is basically taking the notion of a sheaf of sets and using
the Yoneda process to generalize it to a category. Note also that a sheaf is still
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a kind of contravariant functor from the category of open sets that just takes
values in a category different from the category of abelian groups. However,
unless we’re working with a concrete category, there’s no such thing as a
section. Fortunately, we usually will be working with concrete categories.

As usual, with X, C there is a category Sh(X, C) of sheaves on X with values
in C. Indeed, a morphism from F to G corresponds to morphisms F(U)→ G(U)
commuting with all the restriction maps.

1.2 Stalks and germs

Fix a topological space X, a category C, and a sheaf F with values in C. Suppose
C is cocomplete.

Let x ∈ X. Consider the opposite category of open sets containing x and
the restriction of F (considered as a functor to C). We can consider the limit:
this is the stalk Fx. In particular, in most concrete categories we (or at least
I) care about for the moment, Fx is just the familiar set-theoretic direct limit
of the U ’s containing x as they shrink to x.

Let C now be a concrete category of structured sets. If s ∈ F(U), its image
in the direct limit Fx will be called the germ at x. So any section is a function
from U to the space of germs at different points. Note that if two sections have
the same germs at each point, they are equal, because then to each x we’d have
an open neighborhood Ux on which they agree, and this means that they agree
as sections.1

When the category C admits a cocontinuous functor to the category of
abelian groups, then the support of a sheaf is where the stalks aren’t the
zero group. Similarly for a section.

Remark. Grothendieck apparently does not believe in considering the espace
étale of a sheaf (of, say, abelian groups). Also, I wonder how to define the
sheafification functor in general. Though, granted, we never said anything about
presheaves.

1.3 Sheaves on a basis

Skipped for now. I’d like to actually get to the other sections before I go to bed.

1.4 Gluing

Just as we can glue vector bundles, topological spaces, maps, and lots of other
things, we can glue sheaves. However, we need certain conditions: suppose the
category C is complete.

So, usual gluing conditions. We have a space X, a covering Uα, and sheaves
Fα on Uα. Now, it is possible to restrict a sheaf to an open subset, in an evident

1I’m pretty sure I just used the fact that the functor was cocontinuous. Or maybe not.
Not that it matters for our immediate purposes. Moving on...
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manner. Suppose that there are isomorphisms

ψαβ : Fα|Uα∩Uβ ' Fβ |Uα∩Uβ .

which satisfy the conditions

ψαα = 1, ψαβ ◦ ψβγ = ψαγ .

The point is that you always need some kind of cocyclish condition. Then
there is a sheaf F on X such that its restriction to Uα is isomorphic to Fα, i.e.
obtained by gluing them together.

This requires more category theory and apparently the section I skipped.
In the case of “structured sets,” which is what we care about, we can define
a section of F over U as simply a collection of sections of Fα over U ∩ Uα
that patch appropriately. In detail, there are sα ∈ Fα(U ∩ Uα) such that
ψαβ(sα|U∩Uα∩Uβ ) = sβ |U∩Uα∩Uβ : this is the patching condition.

So in particular, F(U) is the projective limit lim←−Fα(U∩Uα). This categorical
version is what one has to use when the category C does not consist of structured
sets. I don’t think it’s worth going into the details at this point.

1.5 Direct images

Let X,Y be topological spaces, f : X → Y continuous. Let F be a sheaf on X
taking values in the category C, which implies that the section space F(U) is
an object of C (of course).

We can define the direct image sheaf on Y via

f∗(F)(V ) = F(f−1(V )) ∈ C

and defining the restriction maps in the same way. It is immediate that this is
a sheaf since V → f−1(V ) is a morphism of the categories of open sets on X,Y .
This is also a functor f∗ from the category of sheaves (with values in C) in X
to those sheaves on Y .

Also, evidently the map f → f∗ is functorial, and consequently there is a
functor X → Sh(X, C) from the category of topological spaces to the category
of categories.

1.5.1 Stalks

Go back to the case of C nice and concrete (i.e. structured sets). Now, we
remark on the stalks. If F , f∗F are the sheaves on X,Y , and x, y corresponding
points of X,Y (i.e. f(x) = y), it is not necessarily true that Fx ' (f∗F)y.
However, I claim that there is a map

(f∗F)y → Fx.

This occurs because an element of (f∗F)y is a section s of f∗F on an open set of
Y containing y. Two of these sections s, t are considered equal if when restricted
to a smaller open set containing x then they become equal.2

2Familiar set-theoretic direct limit.
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Each of these sections of f∗F on open sets V containing y, however, is really
a section of F on an open set f−1(V ) containing x. Now it is clear that we have
such a map, but in general it is neither injective nor surjective. The problem is
that taking f−1 of open sets close to y need not give open sets close to x. (But
when f is a homeomorphism, this is an isomorphism.)

1.5.2 Supports

The support behaves well with respect to pushing forward. Indeed, I claim that

supp(f∗F) ⊂ f(suppF).

Indeed, suppose y /∈ f(suppF). Then we can take an open set V containing
y that doesn’t hit the closed set f(suppF) (like its complement). Then the
inverse image f−1(V ) is disjoint from suppF so F(f−1(V )) = 0. In particular
f∗F(V ) = 0. Passing to the direct limit and taking the stalk, we get the claim.

1.6 Inverse images of sheaves

1.6.1 Definition

Fix a category C. Let f : X → Y be a continuous map as before. Then we have
defined a functor

f∗ : Sh(X, C)→ Sh(Y, C)..

We question whether this functor has a right adjoint. That is, does there exist
a functor f−1 : Sh(Y, C)→ Sh(X,C) pulling sheaves on Y back to X such that
there is a functorial isomorphism for F ∈ Sh(Y, C),G ∈ Sh(X, C),

HomSh(Y,C)(F , f∗G) ' HomSh(X,C)(f−1F ,G).

In fact, there is one if C is nice. It’s called the inverse image. Now, what
is a morphism from f∗F → G?

Proposition 1.2. To give a morphism F → f∗G is the same as giving, for open
sets U ⊂ X,V ⊂ Y satisfying f(U) ⊂ V , a homomorphism

F(V )→ G(U)

which is appropriately functorial with respect to the restriction maps.3 The same
is true if presheaves are used to replace sheaves.

Proof. Indeed, suppose we have a map F → f∗G and suppose we have open sets
U, V as above. Then there is a map F(V ) → (f∗G)(V ), in particular a map
F(V ) → G(f−1(V )). But U ⊂ f−1(V ), so we can use the restriction map to
get a map F(V )→ G(f−1(V )); this is clearly commutative with respect to the
restriction maps.

3In an evident manner.
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Now suppose the converse, i.e. a system of maps for sets U, V as above.
Then we define the map F → f∗G as follows. For V open, we need to define
F(V )→ (f∗G)(V ) = G(f−1(V )) in a way commuting with the restriction maps.
But we can use f−1(V ), V as the two sets U, V and use the given map F(V )→
G(f−1(V )) to build the morphism of sheaves.

There exists an adjoint map f−1.

Proposition 1.3. Let C be the category of abelian groups or rings. Let F ∈
Sh(Y, C). Then the functor G → HomSh(X,C)(G, f∗F) is corepresentable. In
particular f∗ admits an adjoint, and f−1F exists.

Proof. The proof basically uses the above result.
One way to think of this is that a section of f−1F over an open set U ⊂ X

is an assignment x → g(x) for g(x) ∈ Ff(x) such that for each x ∈ X, there is
a neighborhood V containing f(x) such that there is a section s ∈ F(V ) where
g(y) = sf(y) for all y in a neighborhood of x. It’s a sheaf. It is easily verified
that this sheaf f−1F has the appropriate adjoint property and probably would
be too unpleasant to actually write out. Oh well.

For instance, suppose given a map f−1F → G. We need to produce a
map F(V ) → G(U) whenever f(U) ⊂ V . Now any section of F(V ) induces a
section of f−1F over f−1(V ) in the obvious manner, leading to a map F(V )→
G(f−1(V )), which we compose with restriction to get the map f−1F → G.

For the other direction, suppose given a system of maps F(V ) → G(U)
whenever f(U) ⊂ V . Suppose given a section s ∈ (f−1F)(U) for U ⊂ X. This
corresponds to a function g mapping each x ∈ U to an element of Ff(x). In
fact, note that there are stalk maps Ff(x) → Gx for x ∈ X. Thus the section s
gives maps t : x→ Gx for x ∈ U . I claim that this is the section of G(U) that s
will be mapped to. We just have to check that there is a neighborhood of each
point such that t is given by a section on that neighborhood (which will imply
that t comes from a section on U by the sheaf axiom).

But there is an open cover {Wα} of U and an open cover {Vα} of f(U)
with f(Uα) ⊂ Wα and sections fα ∈ F(Vα) such that for x ∈ Uα, we have
g(x) = (fα)f(x). In particular, we have t(x) on this neighborhood as the germ
of the image of fα in G(Uα). This means that they glue appropriately.

Apologies for the details in this proof—I’m just writing it up this way to try
to grok it.

Note by this proof that the inverse image of sheaves does commute with
stalks. In particular, (f−1F)x = Ff(x).

Remark. The inverse image can be defined from the category of presheaves to
sheaves. An important case is when f is the identity; this is sheafification.
This can be described explicitly when one is working with the category of abelian
groups (or rings, say). Let G be a presheaf on X in such a category. Then an
section of the associated sheaf i−1G over an open set U is given by the pair
associated to an open cover {Uα} of U , and sections si ∈ Uα which agree on the
overlaps. In an evident manner we can define what it means for two sections to
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be equivalent. It is straightforward to check that the associated sheaf satisfies
the following universal property (a version of the above adjoing property): To
hom out of G into a sheaf is the same as homming out of the sheafification
i−1G. This is the adjiont (or universal) property.

We also say that the sheafification of a presheaf is the sheaf associated to
it.

I think the preceding proof would have likely been simpler if we first defined
f∗, f

−1 in the category of presheaves, and then applied the sheafification functor.

Using this, we can define the notion of a constant sheaf. Let A be a set
and FA the presheaf F(U) = A with the identity as restriction maps, called a
constant presheaf. The associated sheaf is called the constant sheaf over
A. A section of the constant sheaf is just a locally constant map into A.

Grothendieck proves a result about constant sheaves on irreducible spaces.

Proposition 1.4. A constant presheaf on an irreducible space is a sheaf. More-
over, a locally constant sheaf (i.e., there is a cover on which the sheaf is constant)
on an irreducible space is a sheaf.

Proof. Let X be an irreducible space.

1. Suppose X is an irreducible space and F a constant presheaf. Then every
open subset of X is connected. A section of the sheaf associated to F
over U is a locally constant map of U into the constant set A. This
must be a constant map since U is connected, and F is isomorphic to its
sheafification.

2. Fix some covering {Uα}. Let Aα be such that F|Uα is the constant sheaf
on U associated to the set Aα. Then F|Uα is also the constant presheaf
associated to Aα in view of the previous item and the fact that Uα is
irreducible. Consequently Aα ' F(Uα ∩ Uβ) ' Aβ via maps ψαβ that
satisfy the cocycle condition, in particular F is obtained by gluing constant
sheaves (which was admittedly immediate). Call one of these sets A.

I claim that F is the constant sheaf associated to A. Any section of A
yields by these maps ψ a section of F over the Uα’s that glue, hence
over X. Conversely, any section of X yields a family of aα ∈ Aα which
must glue (ψαβaα = aβ) since the intersections Uα ∩Uβ are nonempty. In
particular, any global section of F corresponds to a constant element of
A. This applies equally to sections over an open subset.

Summary. Given sheaves on X,Y and f : X → Y , we can

1. Push sheaves from X to Y

2. Pull sheaves from Y back to X

3. These are functorial and the two functors are adjoints
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I don’t know why Grothendieck spends so much time on “if f−1F exists for
all F , then it’s functorial.” Because I’m pretty sure this follows from basic facts
about adjoint functors.

Example. This is a very natural idea. Suppose X,Y are topological spaces
and F ,G are sheaves of continuous functions into R on respectively Y,X. Then
we get a map F → f∗G by the above proposition. Indeed, if f(U) ⊂ V , then
there is a map from continuous functions on V to continuous functions on U
(pull-back).

1.7 A few other constructions

For some reason, Grothendieck doesn’t put these in EGA 0, but they are exer-
cises in Hartshorne. But they give nice examples. Throughout, we work with
sheaves of abelian groups or “structured abelian grous,” e.g. rings. Let X be a
topological space.

1.7.1 Skyscraper sheaves

Suppose P ∈ X and A is an abelian group. Let i : {P} → X be the inclusion
map and G the constant sheaf A on {P}, and F = i∗(G). This is called the
skyscraper sheaf at P .

It is easy to see that the skyscraper sheaf has stalk zero for x /∈ {P}. If
x ∈ {P}, by contrast, every neighborhood of x contains P and the stalk at x is
A.

So the sheaf is kind of like a skyscraper which “jumps” to A on the closed,
irreducible set {P} and is zero everywhere else.

1.7.2 Extending by zero

Now, we consider how to extend a sheaf on a subspace to the whole space. This
is a generalization of the previous example (skyscraper sheaves). First, suppose
F ⊂ X is closed. Let G be a sheaf on F , and i : F → X the inclusion. The sheaf
i∗(G) is called the extension by zero to X. Note that its stalks at points of
F are the same as that of G, but the stalks at points of X − F are zero.

Next, suppose V ⊂ X is open with inclusion map j, and let G be a sheaf
on V . There is a sheaf j∗(G), but its stalk outside V may be nonzero (e.g. at
V − V ). So we define the extension by zero in a different way. We consider
the presheaf sending U to G(U) if U ⊂ V and U → 0 otherwise. The associated
presheaf is denoted j!(G); its stalks are the same of G on V and zero outside
(since the stalks are the same as that of the presheaf). Note that this may
mean that while G is rich in global sections, j!(G) has none if the sections do
not disappear near the boundary ∂V .

We shall formulate a relationship beteween these two ideas below, once we
have hte notion of an exact sequence of sheaves.
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1.8 Sheaves of topological spaces

To be added.

2 Ringed spaces and sheaves of modules

2.1 Definition and examples

Definition 2.1. A ringed space is a space X together with a sheaf OX of
commutative rings.4 The sheaf OX is called the structure sheaf ; its stalk at
x ∈ X is denoted Ox by abuse of notation.

We now adopt the notation Γ(U,F) = F(U) for F a sheaf. We shall use this
interchangeably with the familiar F(U).

Important point. There is always a nonzero global section of OX , namely the
unit element e ∈ Γ(X,OX).

Example. Any topological space with the sheaf of continuous maps into R is
a ringed space.

We now make the class of ringed spaces into a category.

Definition 2.2. Let (X,OX), (Y,OY ) be ringed spaces. Then a morphism
between them is given by a continuous map f : X → Y and a morphism of
sheaves of rings OY → f∗OX . By abuse of notation, we will write f for the
morphism. Given morphisms f : X → Y, g : Y → Z for ringed spaces, the
composition is given by the map g ◦ f and the sheaf map

OZ → g∗OY → g∗f∗OX

where the second map is the image of the map OY → f∗OX from (X,OX) →
(Y,OY ) under g∗. Thus we get a category RngSp of ringed spaces and mor-
phisms.

In other words, given a section of the structure sheaf over V ⊂ Y and
U ⊂ X with f(U) ⊂ V , we are given a section over U . This association is to be
a homomorphism.

Let’s make this concrete.

Example. 1. From this it is clear that there is a functor from Top (category
of topological spaces) to RngSp where each space X is endowed with its
sheaf of continuous maps to R.

2. Similarly, there is a functor from the category of smooth manifolds to
RngSp where each manifold is endowed with its sheaf of smooth functions.

4If we want to drop commutativity, we say that the space is a noncommutative (i.e. not
necessarily commutative) ringed space..
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3. Suppose X is an affine algebraic set in affine space Ank for k an alge-
braically closed field, in the sense of Hartshorne I, endowed with the
Zariski topology. Then there is a sheaf or regular functions. The defi-
nitions in Hartshorne show that there is a functor from the category of
algebraic sets to RngSp.

Remark. Given a ringed space X with structure sheaf OX and g : Y → X, we
can make Y into a ringed space with structure sheaf g−1(OX). In particular,
any subspace of a ringed space is a ringed space.

2.2 Modules on a ringed space

Grothendieck doesn’t define it, preferring to let the reader look it up in Gode-
ment.

Definition 2.3. Let X,OX be a ringed space. A sheaf of OX-modules is
a sheaf M of abelian groups together with a map of sheaves5 OX ×M → M
satisfying all the usual module axioms. There is an evident notion of a morphism
of OX modules, so we get a category Mod(OX).

In particular, this means that given a section6 r ∈ OX(U), s ∈ M(U), we
can multiply them, and this multiplication commutes with the restriction maps.

Remark. 1. Let OX be the constant sheaf associated to Z. Then an OX -
module is just a sheaf of abelian groups. So everything below is a gener-
alization of the case of sheaves of abelian groups.

2. For any OX ,M, the stalk Mx is an Ox-module. (Note that stalks make
sense here.)

In a similar way, we can define a sheaf of OX-algebras.

Definition 2.4. The following are easily defined:

1. Sheaves of graded rings and sheaves of graded modules

2. Reduced sheaves of rings (i.e., all the stalks are reduced, or equivalently
all the OX(U) rings are reduced).

3. Sheaves of ideals (i.e., submodules of OX itself)!

Example. Let M be a smooth manifold, regarded as a ringed space with the
sheaf of smooth functions, and E a vector bundle. Then the sheaf of sections of
M into E is a sheaf of modules.

5We can define a product sheaf.
6Since this is a sheaf of abelian groups, stalks do make sense.
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2.3 The category Mod(OX)

Clearly, the category of sheaves of OX -modules on a ringed topological space X
is an additive category. It is straightforward to define:

1. The zero sheaf

2. Direct sums of sheaves

2.3.1 Kernels and cokernels

Proposition 2.5. Kernels and cokernels exist in Mod(OX).

Proof. Let F → G be a morphism in Mod(OX). Define the sheaf K via K(U) =
ker(F(U)→ G(U)). It is easy to check that this is a sheaf (e.g. the gluing axiom
follows immediately since F ,G are sheaves). Moreover, it is a sheaf of OX
modules with an evident map K → F such that the composition K → F → G
is zero. Conversely, if Q ∈Mod(OX) and there is a diagram

Q

��
K // F // G

.

such that the composition Q → F → G is zero, it is easy to see that the image
of each section of Q must lie in K. And Q factors through K uniquely. So K is
a kernel in Mod(OX).

For the cokernel, consider the sheaf K′ associated to the presheaf H sending
U → coker(F(U) → G(U)) (Which has evident restriction maps and so is a
presheaf). There is a map G → H, which by functoriality of sheafification yields
G → K′ (the sheafification of a sheaf is the sheaf itself!). It is clear that given
a diagram

F // G //

��

H

Q

such that the pullback to F → Q is zero, there is a factorization from H into Q;
by the universal (adjoint) property of sheafification, this yields a map K′ → Q
making commutative the appropriate diagram.

In particular, there is a notion of exactness in this category. Before proving
abelianness, we give an important criterion for exactness.

Proposition 2.6. The sequence

0→ F → G → H → 0

11



of sheaves of OX-modules is exact (in the category Mod(OX)) if and only if
the sequence of Ox-modules

0→ Fx → Gx → Hx → 0

is exact for all x ∈ X.

Proof. From the above proof, it was clear that the stalk of the kernel of a map
of sheaves F → G at x is the kernel of the stalk map Fx → Gx. The same
is true for the cokernel (since sheafification preserves stalks). Consequently, if
exactness of the sequence of OX -modules holds, then exactness of the stalks
holds everywhere.

Conversely, suppose that the sequence of stalks is exact for every x. Then
the maps F(U) → G(U) are injective for every U since if a section s ∈ F(U)
is mapped to zero in G(U), all its stalks over the points of U must be zero,
hence it itself is zero. It is now easy to check that F(U) is a monomorphism
in Mod(OX). Let K be the cokernel of F → G. We have an exact sequence
0 → F → G → K → 0. By the universal property of the cokernel, we get a
morphism K → H that will fit into a diagram

0 // F //

��

G //

��

K //

��

0

0 // F // G // H // 0

where the top row is exact and the bottom row is exact at each stalk x. So at
each stalk, we have a diagram

0 // Fx //

��

Gx //

��

Kx //

��

0

0 // Fx // Gx // Hx // 0

where both rows are exact, hence the stalk maps Kx → Hx are isomorphisms
for all x. The next lemma implies that K ' H, in particular H is the cokernel
of the map F → G. In the same way we prove that F → G is the kernel of
G → H. Together, these imply exactness.7

Lemma 2.7. Let φ : F → G be a morphism of sheaves of abelian groups such
that Fx → Gx is an isomorphism at all x. Then F → G is an isomorphism.

Proof. It is easy to check that the map on sections F(U)→ G(U) is injective for
all U since the map on stalks is injective; this argument occurred in the proof
of the earlier proposition. We need to check that F(U)→ G(U) is surjective for
all U , which will imply the lemma.

7In an abelian category, we would only need to prove one of these for exactness, but we do
not know that our category is abelian yet.
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So pick a section t ∈ G(U). For each x ∈ U , there is a section s(x) of F
over some neighborhood Ux ⊂ U containing x such that φ(s(x)) and t have the
same germ at x. Shrinking Ux we may assume that φ(s(x)) = t|Ux . Then the
s(x) actually glue. Indeed, (s(x) − s(y))|Ux∩Uy is killed by φ, so is zero by the
injectivity proved earlier.

The following two corollaries are now immediate.

Corollary 2.8. The stalk functor Mod(OX)→Mod(Ox), F → Fx, is exact.

Corollary 2.9. If F → G is a morphism of OX-modules, then it is a monomor-
phism (resp. epimorphism, isomorphism) if and only if all the stalk maps are
monomorphisms (resp. epimorphisms, isomorphisms).

2.3.2 Mod(OX) is an abelian category

Proposition 2.10. Mod(OX) is an abelian category.

Proof. We have seen that kernels and cokernels exist. It remains to be seen
that any monic is a kernel and any epic a cokernel. So let F → G be monic
and K the cokernel. The sequence 0→ F → G → K → 0 satisfies the condition
that 0 → Fx → Gx → Kx → 0 is exact for all x ∈ X, hence the original sheaf
sequence is exact and F is a kernel. Similarly any epic is a cokernel.

The category-theoretic image of a sheaf map F → G is easily to checked to
be the sheaf associated to the presheaf U → Im(F(U)→ G(U)).

Corollary 2.11. A sequence F → G → H of sheaves is exact if and only if
Fx → Gx → Hx is exact for all x ∈ X.

Proof. Now follows from the preceding results.

For convenience, we summarive a few constructions:

1. The kernel of F → G is the sheaf U → ker(F(U)→ G(U))

2. The cokernel of F → G is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U →
coker(F(U)→ G(U)). This also describes how to take a quotient sheaf.

3. The image of F → G is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U → Im(F(U)→
G(U)). This is the category-theoretic image, i.e. the largest subobject
through which the morphism factors.

We now return to the extension by zero business and formulate a relationship
between the two ways of doing it (from oepn and closed sets). This is a little
random, but we return to the case of sheaves of abelian groups (i.e. OX is the
constant sheaf associated to Z), and prove:

13



Proposition 2.12. Let F be a sheaf on X. Suppose j : U → X is the iinclusion
of an open subset, and i the inclusion of its complement F . Then there is an
exact sequence

0→ j!(F|U )→ F → i∗(F|F )→ 0

connecting F and the two ways of extending by zero (??).

Proof. There is evidently a map j!(FU ) → F because there is a map definable
directly from the presheaf used to define j!(F|U ). Indeed, j!(F|U ) is constructed
as follows. One first starts with the presheaf sending V → F(V ∩ U) if V ⊂ U
and zero otherwise. Then one sheafifies. To construct a map of this to the sheaf
F , we just have to do this for the first presheaf F , and it’s clear how to do this
since F(V ∩ U) = F(V ) if V ⊂ U !

There is also a map F → i∗(FF ). Recall that FF = i∗F is the restriction
(inverse image) of the sheaf F to F , and i∗ denotes the push-forward. So a
section of F over some set V induces a section of F|F over V ∩F . Thus we get
a sequence

0→ j!(F|U )→ F → i∗(F|F )→ 0

and since we know that the sequence of stalks is exact (in the two cases x ∈
F, x ∈ U—either way, it’s just an isomorphism with one of the terms vanishing).
Hence the map of sheaves is exact.

This rather unusual result will be useful when we talk about sheaf cohomol-
ogy.

2.3.3 The global section functor

�

Caution. For U ⊂ X open, the functor F → F(U) is not exact in general!
For instance, consider the sheaves F (resp. G) of continuous functions on C
(resp. nonzero continuous functions). The map

F → G

given by f → ef is surjective on the stalks. However, the map on the sections
is not surjective—one cannot define a continuous logarithm on C − {0}. This
failure of exactness is what leads to sheaf cohomology.

Nevertheless, we do have:

Proposition 2.13. The functor F → F(U) is left-exact.

Proof. Let 0→ F ′ → F → F ′′ be exact in Mod(OX).
We first show that 0 → F ′(U) → F(U) is exact. Indeed, if a section s ∈

F ′(U) were killed, its germs sx would be killed in the map F ′x → Fx for x ∈ U .
This implies that all the germs are zero (since the map on the stalks is injective).
Consequently, s = 0.

Next, we show that if t ∈ F(U) is a section whose image in F ′′(U) is zero, it
comes from something in F ′(U). Now at each x there is a neighborhood Ux and
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s(x) ∈ F ′(Ux) with s(x) mapping to the restriction of t because of the exactness
of the stalks. This is unique since F ′ → F is injective, so the various s(x) have
no choice but to glue. And they form the section that maps to t.

2.4 Sheaf hom and tensor product

Let (X,OX) be a ringed space, which we assume commutative.

2.4.1 Tensor product

The category Mod(OX) is a tensor category. Indeed, given sheaves of modules
M,M′, we can consider the presheaf (with evident restriction maps) G defined
by G(U) =M(U)⊗OX(U)M′(U). The sheafification is the tensor product and is
denotedM⊗M′. This is functorial since the presheaf G is obviously functorial
and sheafification is a functor. So it is clear that we have a tensor category.

Note that there is the identity

(F ⊗OX G)x = Fx ⊗Ox Gx.

Note also that if F × G → H is a map of sheaves of sets which is bilinear
in OX , then we get a map in Mod(OX) of F ⊗OX G → H. In other words,
there is the same universal property as in the usual tensor product of ordinary
modules. For example, if A is a sheaf of OX algebras on X, F an OX -module,
G an A-module (i.e., sheaf of modules), and F → G an OX -linear map, then
the natural OX -bilinear map F × A → G leads to a map F ⊗OX A → G which
is even A-linear.

2.4.2 Sheaf hom

Let F ,G be sheaves of OX -modules. Consider the presheaf HomOX (F ,G) de-
fined as follows. A section over U is defined as a morphism of sheaves of
OX |U -modules (this denotes restriction of a sheaf, which can be easily defined)
FU → GU . There is a clear way to define restriction. It is also easy to see that
this guy is actually a sheaf, because if we have a cover {Uα} and homomor-
phisms F|Uα → G|Uα that glue, then we get a morphism F → G since F ,G are
sheaves; we can restrict and glue. The details are best left to the reader. It is
also clear that HomOX (F ,G) is a sheaf of OX -modules (since we are working
with commutative rings).

In particular, we have a bifunctor Mod(OX) ×Mod(OX) → Mod(OX),
covariant in the second variable and contravariant in the first.

Sheaf-hom is different from the functor from Mod(OX)×Mod(OX) sending
F ,G to HomOX (F ,G). That one takes values in the category of abelian groups.
The distinction is between internal and external hom in a tensor category, as
we will see.

Sheaf hom does not behave as well with respect to localization. It is easy to
see that there is a map

Hom(F ,G)x → HomOx(Fx,Gx),
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but in general it is neither injective nor surjective.

2.4.3 Adjoint property

I claim that these two functors are adjoint. In particular:

Proposition 2.14. There is a functorial isomorphism (where to preserve my
fingers I have dropped the OX)

Hom(F ,Hom(G,H)) ' Hom(F ⊗ G,H).

Proof. Indeed, suppose given an element of the right side. This associates to
each open set U a morphism

F(U)⊗OX(U) G(U)→ H(U)

commuting with the restriction maps. (Recall that homming out of a presheaf
is the same as homming out of its sheafification.) By the adjointness of hom and
the tensor product for commutative rings, this induces a map of OX(U)-modules

F(U)→ HomOX(U)(G(U),H(U))

for all U , i.e. a morphism F → Hom(G,H). And vice versa.

The remarks in subsection ?? about exactness go through as usual.

Corollary 2.15. The tensor product is right exact, and the sheaf hom is left
exact.

Proof. Immediate from the adjoint property.

2.5 Direct and inverse images of OX-modules

Let f : (X,OX)→ (Y,OY ) be a morphism of ringed spaces.

2.5.1 Direct images

We will define a functor

f∗ : Mod(OX)→Mod(OY ).

Indeed, let F ∈Mod(OX). Then f∗F is a sheaf on Y , and it is even a f∗(OX)-
module. However, we have a morphism of sheaves of rings OY → f∗(OX).
Consequently an f∗(OX)-module is actually an OY -module. Thus the push-
forward can be viewed as mapping OX -mdoules to OY -modules. It is clearly a
functor. This is called the direct image.
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2.5.2 Inverse images

Suppose G is a OY -module. We will define the inverse image f∗(G) as an OX -
module. This is not the same as the inverse image that was already defined in
1.6; recall that was denoted by f−1. Now, we start with the sheaf f−1(G) on X;
this is a f−1OY -module. But the map OY → f∗OX means by adjointness that
there is a map f−1OY → OX ; in particular, OX is a sheaf of f−1OY -algebras
on X. So we can consider the tensor product

f∗(G) = f−1G ⊗f−1OY OX

as an OX -module. Clearly, this is functorial; we call f∗(G) (also denoted f∗G)
the inverse image. In fact, it is even a tensor functor from the tensor categories
Mod(OY )→Mod(OX). Indeed:

f∗(G ⊗H) = f−1(G ⊗OY H)⊗f−1OY OX
= (f−1G ⊗f−1OY f

−1H)⊗f−1OY OX
= (f−1G ⊗f−1OY OX)⊗OX ⊗(f−1H)⊗f−1OY OX)
= f∗G ⊗OX f∗H.

2.5.3 Adjoint property

Yep, you guessed it.

Proposition 2.16. The functors f∗, f∗ between Mod(OX),Mod(OY ) are ad-
joint. In particular, if F ∈ Mod(OY ),G ∈ Mod(OX), there is a functorial
isomorphism

HomOX (f∗F ,G) ' HomOY (F , f∗G).

Proof. Suppose φ : F → f∗G is OY -linear. Then by the adjoint property of
Proposition 1.3, we get a map f−1F → G, which is f−1OY -linear. Now G is
an OX -module. Hence we get a OX -linear map f−1F ⊗f−1OY OX → G by the
universal property of the tensor product.

Conversely, let φ : f∗F → G be OX -linear. There is a map f−1F → f∗F
which is f−1OY -linear. Consequently there is a f−1OY -linear map f−1F → G.
This induces a OY -linear map F → f∗G by the earlier adjointness property
(Prop. 1.3).

In particular, by general nonsense about adjoint functors:

Corollary 2.17. f∗ is right exact and f∗ is left-exact.

3 Coherence

Throughout, we let (X,OX) be a ringed space and F ∈Mod(OX).
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3.1 The sheaf OX

First, note that HomOX (OX ,F) ' Γ(X,F). Indeed, the global section e ∈
Γ(X,OX) must map to a global section t of F . It is easy to see that this
determines the homomorphism. Indeed, if s ∈ OX(U), then s must be mapped
to s(t|U ). The opposite is equally clear. This is the sheafish version of a basic
fact about modules.

More generally, if S is a set, then a map OSX → F corresponds to picking a
S-indexed family of global sections of F .

We can use this to define the notion of being generated by a family of sections.
Suppose si, i ∈ S is a family of global sections of F . Then we say that the global
sections si generate F if the map OSX → F from these si is surjective (as a
map of sheaves, that means surjective on all the stalks). This is equivalent to
saying that the smallest OX -submodule of F generated by the si is F itself.

Proof. Suppose the si generate F and G ⊂ F contains all the si. Then the
inclusion map G → F is injective and surjective on each stalk since all the (si)x
belong to Gx, so it is an isomorphism and G = F .

Conversely, suppose G is the smallest sheaf generated by the si. It is the
sheaf-theoretic image of OSX → F . In particular, if it is all of F , then the stalk
maps OSx → Fx are surjective.

3.2 Sheaves of finite type

We can use this to say that a OX -module is of finite type if for every x ∈ X,
there is a neighborhood U containing x such that the sheaf F|U is generated by
a finite number of sections. In particular, there exsits a neighborhood U of any
fixed x such that there is a surjective map of sheaves OX |pU → F|U .

The following result is clear:

Proposition 3.1. 1. A finite direct sum of finite type OX-modules is of fi-
nite type

2. The tensor product of a finite number of finite type OX-modules is of finite
type

3. The quotient of a sheaf of finite type is of finite type

4. The inverse image of an OX-module of finite type is of finite type

Proof. The second part follows from the fact that if F → F ′,G → G′ are
surjective, then so is F ⊗OX G → F ′ ⊗OX G′. The fourth follows from right-
exactness of the inverse image functor. Note that if g : (Y,OY )→ (X,OX), we
have g∗OX = OY . The rest is immediate.

Having finite type conditions on sheaves is a kind of compactness like con-
dition. In particular, what happens at a point x doesn’t stay in x. It often has
to happen in a neighborhood of x too.
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose si are a finite number of sections of F in a neigh-
borhood U of a point x. Suppose the si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) generate Fx. Then there is
a neighborhood V of x such that the si generate Fy at every y ∈ V .

Proof. There is a neighborhood W1 of x and sections t1, . . . , tm over W1 which
generate at any point of W1. Since the si generate Fx, we can write for each i

ti =
∑

qijsj , for some qij ∈ Ox. (1)

The qij extend to sections of some neighborhood since they are germs, and
this finite set of equations (1) holds in some smaller neighborhood W2. Letting
W = W1 ∩W2 gives that the si generate Fx at each point of W .

Corollary 3.3. The support of a OX-module of finite type is closed. In partic-
ular, if F is of finite type and Fx = 0, then F|U = 0 for some neighborhood U
of x.

This is not true in general. Consider an infinite sum of skyscraper sheaves,
for instance.8

Proof. Indeed, suppose Fx = 0. There is a neighborhood V of x and sec-
tions s1, . . . , sp over V which generate at each point of V . Now by assumption
(si)x = 0 for each i. Since there are only finitely many of them, there is a small
neighborhood U ⊂ V of x in which all the si are the zero section. This implies
that F|U = 0. That implies the first statement.

Corollary 3.4. Let u : F → G be a morphism of OX-modules of finite type. If
ux = 0, then u is the zero morphism on some neighborhood.

Proof. Exercise.

3.3 Quasi-coherence and finite presentation

We make:

Definition 3.5. The OX -module F is quasi-coherent if to each x ∈ X, there
is a neighborhood U of x and index sets I, J such that there is an exact sequence

OJX |U → OIX |U → F|U → 0.

In particular, F|U is generated by sections over U . If I, J can always be taken
finite, we say that F is finitely presented.

A finitely presented OX -module is evidently of finite type. Similarly, it is
easy to check that:

Proposition 3.6. Tthe properties of finite presentation and quasi-coherence
are preserved under direct sums (finite in the former case) and inverse images.

8I should define what this is.
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Finite presentation allows to deduce much stronger results than before.

Proposition 3.7. Suppose F ,G are OX-modules and F is of finite presentation.
Then the map Hom(F ,G)x → HomOx(Fx,Gx) of ?? is an isomorphism for any
x ∈ X.

Proof. This uses a standard trick in homological algebra. Fix a neighborhood
of x, call it U , with a resolution OJX |U → OIX |U → F|U → 0. By ??, we have
an exact sequence of sheaves

0→ Hom(F|U ,G|U )→ Hom(OIX |U ,G|U )→ Hom(OJX |U ,GU )

which induces an exact sequence of Ox-modules

0→ Hom(F|U ,G|U )x → Hom(OIX |U ,G|U )x → Hom(OJX |U ,GU )x

by Proposition ??. This is the same as the following sequence, which is thus
exact:

0→ Hom(F ,G)x → Hom(OIX ,G)x → Hom(OJX ,G)x.

Moreover, the sequence OJx → OIx → Fx → 0 obtained by localization is exact,
whence so is the dual

0→ HomOx(Fx,Gx)→ HomOx(OIx,Gx)→ HomOx(OJx ,Gx).

These fit into a commutative diagram

0 // Hom(F ,G)x //

��

Hom(OIX ,G)x //

��

Hom(OJX ,G)x

��
0 // HomOx(Fx,Gx) // HomOx(OIx,Gx) // HomOx(OJx ,Gx).

I claim that the last two downward arrows on the right are isomorphisms. In-
deed, they are just the canonical maps from GIx → GIx and GJx → GJx . Conse-
quently, by the “five-lemma,” the first downward arrow is an isomorphism. This
is precisely what was claimed in the proposition.

Finally, we prove another consequence of finite presentation:

Corollary 3.8. Let F → G be finitely presented OX-modules. Suppose Fx ' Gx
as Ox-modules.. Then there is a neighborhood U of x such that F|U ' G|U .

Proof. Indeed, suppose we have isomorphisms φ : Fx → Gx, ψ : Gx → Fx which
are mutually inverse. Then both extend to maps F|V → G|V ,G|V → FV by
the above proposition. The germs of their compositions at x are the identity
sections of Hom(F ,F),Hom(G,G), so this is true in a smaller neighborhood of
x. Call this smaller neighborhood U .
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3.4 Coherent sheaves

3.4.1 Basic definitions

Definition 3.9 (Serre). Let F be an OX -module. We call F coherent if

1. F is of finite type

2. If OnX |U → F|U is a morphism of sheaves (on any open set U), the kernel
is of finite type

It is clear, for instance, that a coherent sheaf is finitely presented (and hence
quasi-coherent).

Proposition 3.10. A subsheaf of finite type of a coherent sheaf is coherent.

Proof. Indeed, if F is coherent, and G ⊂ F is of finite type, we only need to
check that the second condition holds. But if OnX |U → G|U is a morphism, the
kernel is the same as the kernel of the composed morphism OnX |U → F|U , hence
is of finite type.

3.4.2 Coherence and exact sequences

Much less trivial is:

Theorem 3.11. Let 0 → F → G → H → 0 be an exact sequence of OX-
modules. Suppose two of F ,G,H are coherent. Then the third is, too.

Proof. First, suppose G,H coherent. There is a neighborhood U of x and a
surjective homomorphism OX |nU → G|U . By locality of this result, we can just
pretend that U is all of x when writing the proof. We have a diagram

OnX

��
0 // F // G // H // 0

.

We show that the submodule of OnX that maps onto F is of finite type. But
this is just the kernel K of OnX → G → H, and consequently is of finite type by
coherence of H. The map K → F is surjective. Thus F is of finite type. By
Proposition ?? above, F is coherent. This handles the present case.

Now suppose F ,G coherent. It is clear thatH is of finite type (as the quotient
of something of finite type). Consider a map OnX → H. Since the question is
local, we can assume it lifts to a map OnX → G.9 Let OmX → F be a surjective

9One is successively replacing X by smaller and smaller neighborhoods of x; this abuse of
notation is necessary to keep the proof from becoming unbearable.
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map (accomplished by replacing X with a smaller neighborhood) from the finite
type of F . There is a commutative diagram

K1

��

// // K

��
OmX

����

// OmX ⊕OnX //

��

OnX

��

// 0

0 // F // G // H // 0

where K1,K are the kernels of the maps below them. I claim that, in the
diagram, K1 → K is surjective. Indeed, this follows immediately from the snake
lemma. But K1 is of finite type since G is coherent; thus K, as the image of a
finite type sheaf, is of finite type itself.

Finally, we handle the case of F ,H coherent. We first show that G is of finite
type. This is a local question, and we may assume that there exist surjective
maps OnX → F ,OmX → H, and that the latter lifts to OmX → G. In particular

OnX

��

OmX

��~~}}
}}

}}
}}

0 // F // G // H // 0

which leads to a commutative and exact diagram

0 // OnX

����

// On+m
X

//

��

OmX

����

// 0

0 // F // G // H // 0

in which the outward arrows are surjective, so the middle downward arrow is
surjective by the snake lemma. In particular, G is of finite type. We still need to
show that G satisfies the second condition. So suppose we have OnX → G. The
kernel K′ of OnX → G → H is of finite type because H is coherent. The kernel
K of OnX → G, which is what we need to show of finite type. Draw a diagram

K

��}}{{
{{

{{
{{

K′ //

��

OnX

  B
BB

BB
BB

B

��
0 // F // G // H // 0

;

the map K′ → F exists because K′ → OnX → H is zero. It follows from the
diagram that K = ker(K′ → F) because K ⊂ K′ and F → G is injective.
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So, the proof will be concluded when we have shown that K = ker(K′ → F)
is of finite type. But we have already observed that K′ is of finite type, so this
follows from the next proposition.

Proposition 3.12. Suppose F is a OX-module such that whenever OpX |U →
F|U is a map (for any U), the kernel is of finite type. Then whenever G is a
sheaf of finite type on U , then ker(G → F|U ) is of finite type.

Proof. The assertion and the hypotheses are both local on the base, so assume
U = X and that we can find a surjective map OpX → G. This leads to a
commutative triangle, where Q = ker(OpX → F),

Q

��

// // ker(G → F)

��
OpX

  A
AA

AA
AA

A
// // G

yytttttttttttt

F

Now the sheaf Q is of finite type by the assumption on F , so ker(G → F) is of
finite type as a homomorphic image. result.

3.4.3 Operations on coherent sheaves

We now state a few corollaries of Theorem 3.11. It turns out that coherent
sheaves are closed under most of the basic operations of interest.

Corollary 3.13. The direct sum of a finite number of coherent sheaves is co-
herent.

Proof. Immediate by induction.

Corollary 3.14. Let F → G be a morphism of coherent sheaves. Then ker(F →
G), coker(F → G), Im(F → G) are all coherent.

Proof. The kernel is finitely generated by Proposition ??. Since it is a subsheaf
of a coherent sheaf (namely F), it is coherent in view of Proposition ??. Then,
the exact sequences

0→ ker(F → G)→ F → Im(F → G)→ 0

and
0→ Im(F → G)→ G → coker(F → G)→ 0

show first that the image, and second that the cokernel, is coherent.
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Corollary 3.15. Let F ,G be coherent subsheaves of a coherent sheaf H. Then
the sum10 F + G and the intersection F ∩ G are both coherent.

Proof. Indeed, F + G is the image of the coherent sheaf F ⊕ G in H, so is
coherent by the previous corollary. Similarly, F ∩ G is the kernel of the map
H → H/F⊕H/G, and this is also coherent. (Note that H/F ,H/G, as cokernels,
are coherent.)

Corollary 3.16. The tensor product of two coherent sheaves F ,G is coherent.

Proof. The question is local, so we can assume F can be written as the cokernel
OmX → OnX → F → 0 of some exact sequence. Tensoring with G (which is a
right-exact functor!) leads to an exact sequence

Gm → Gn → F ⊗OX G → 0.

The sheaves Gm,Gn are coherent, so their cokernel must be coherent, which
implies the result.

In particular, we have a category Coh(OX) of coherent sheaves of OX -
modules, and we have shown that it is a tensor category!

We prove another result of this type:

Corollary 3.17. Coh(OX) is closed under internal (sheaf) hom. In other
words, F ,G coherent imply that Hom(F ,G) is coherent.

Proof. Again, we can assume (by localness) that there is an exact sequence
OmX → OnX → F → 0, which upon application of Hom becomes an exact
sequence

0→ Hom(F ,G)→ Hom(OnX ,G)→ Hom(OmX , G)

or equivalently
0→ Hom(F ,G)→ Gn → Gm

so that Hom(F ,G) is the kernel of a map of coherent sheaves, hence coherent.

3.4.4 Coherent sheaves of rings

Definition 3.18. A sheaf of rings is coherent if it is coherent as a module
over itself.

As a result, we have immediately:

Proposition 3.19. Suppose OX is coherent. Then an OX-module F is coherent
if it is locally isomorphic to a cokernel of finitely generated free OX-modules,
i.e. to each x there is a neighborhood U of x such that F|U ' coker(OpX → O

p
X).

In other words, finite presentation implies coherence.
10I.e., the presheaf associated to U → F(U) + G(U) ⊂ H(U), or the internal sum in the

category.
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Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient since coherence is a local condition, free
sheaves OpX ,O

q
X are coherent, and the cokernel of coherent sheaves is coherent.

It is also necessary by definition of finite presentation!

Corollary 3.20. Suppose f : (X,OX) → (Y,OY ) is a morphism of ringed
spaces and OX is coherent. Then f∗ sends coherent sheaves on Y to coherent
sheaves on X.

Proof. Indeed, if G is coherent on Y , then locally it is a cokernel OpY → O
q
Y →

G → 0; pulling back by f∗, we find (f∗ is a right-exact functor!) that f∗G is
locally a cokernel OpX → O

q
X → f∗(G) → 0, hence coherent by the preceding

proposition.

3.5 Locally free sheaves

Definition 3.21. A sheaf F of OX -modules is called free if it is isomorphic to
OIX for some index set I. It is called locally free if this is true in a neighborhood
of each point. If I is finite, its size is called the rank.

We make a few simple observations:

Remark. 1. The rank is the same as the rank of the Ox-module Fx. By
local freeness, it is locally constant, so constant if X is connected.

2. The functor of Ox-modules of tensoring by Fx is exact, since Fx is free.
Consequently, the functor G → G ⊗OX F is exact if F is locally free.

3. The locally free sheaves form a monoidal category; the tensor product of
two locally free sheaves is locally free.

4. Let f be a morphism of locally ringed spaces. Then the inverse image f∗

of a locally free sheaf is locally free. Indeed, this is just the local version
of f∗(OY ) = OX for f : (X,OX)→ (Y,OY ).

5. A locally free sheaf of rank one is called invertible, since they are (as we
will see below) the invertible elements in this monoid.

6. On a smooth manifold, the locally free sheaves over the sheaf of smooth
functions are isomorphic to the category of smooth vector bundles.

Proposition 3.22. Let L be an invertible sheaf and let L∨ = Hom(L,OX).
Then L ⊗ L∨ ' OX .

Proof. Indeed, we have an evident evaluation map L ⊗ L∨ → OX sending s ⊗
t for s ∈ L(U), t ∈ Γ(U,Hom(L,OX)) to the evaluation t(s). This map is
locally an isomorphism because L is locally just OX , hence it is an isomorphism
globally.

So, in particular, the invertible sheaves on X (up to isomorphism) form
a group with identity OX , multiplication the tensor product, and the inverse
operation dualization. On schemes, this turns out to be some analog of the ideal
class group in algebraic number theory.
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